
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

This chapter mainly discuss the conclusion of Inner Conflict of the Main Character in 

Anton Chekhov’s “the Lady with the Pet Dog”.  

5.1  Conclusion 

5.1.1 The Characterization of the Main Character in “the Lady with the Pet Dog” 

The conclusion of the characterization of the main character in “the Lady 

with the Pet Dog” is that the main character is Gurov who has uncomfortable 

feeling in his life especially to his wife and it makes him interested in a married 

woman. He is a man who has emotional character.  

 

5.1.2 The Inner Conflict of the Main Character in “the Lady with the Pet Dog” 

Inner Conflict of the main character is that he always feels lonely although 

he is with his family, especially her wife. He always bores with his family and feels 

uncomfortable. It makes him interested in the woman and he is falling in love to 

her (Anna) in the first sight. He always thinks of her and also imagines her. 

Although he knows that Anna is a married person. He often meets Anna and has 

dinner without thinking about their status. They keep doing the affair. Undeniable 

that he loves Anna so much and keeps his feeling to her. He has a conflict with 

himself that causes uncomfortable. That’s why she looks for happiness from other 

people without concerning of their status. It is her emotional character. 

 

5.1.3 Response to the Inner Conflict of the Main Character in “the Lady with the 

Pet Dog” 
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The response of inner conflict by Gurov, he feels uncomfortable with his 

life and his wife that makes him search for happiness outside his home. At the time 

he go to Yalta to find happiness and it causes he is falling in love with the woman. 

He responses the conflict in himself by having affair with the other woman. He 

feels emotional with his conflict because he is left by Anna, whereas he loves her 

so much. He always imagines her and thinks of her. Her face always follows him. 

And he decides to look Anna to her Town and meet her to keep on their love.  

Gurov met Anna, but gurov feels emotional because Anna has forgotten 

him. But Gurov realizes that their love is forbidden. Because Gurov has wife and 

children, and also Anna has a husband. But all return to their own responsibility 

that they have, trying to return to their families, although it is difficult for them to 

live. 

 


